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ROWE AFTER COLIN ROWE1

Emmanuel Petit

Multi-Perspectivalism

I experienced Colin Rowe only once, at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
(ETH) in Zurich in June 1997—two years before his passing—when he spoke as 
the éminence grise on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the Institute for the  
History and Theory of Architecture (gta); the date also coincided with the 50th anni-
versary of the first publication of  “The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa” in  Architectural 
Review. I have to confess that even though I was an advanced student of architecture 
at the time, his talk struck me as arcane. I remember that his rhetoric appeared very 
unorthodox for the Swiss academic context we were accustomed to: he structured 
his lecture around two slides, one of which showed the garden facade of Palazzo 
Farnese at Caprarola and the other one, a page of Bill Watterson’s strip cartoon Cal-
vin and Hobbes. While the Villa Caprarola image and the paired slides in the tradition 
of Wölfflin and Giedion felt familiar for a lecture in architectural theory, the cartoon 
was decidedly not.

It is in hindsight that I reconstruct Rowe’s reason for bringing up the cartoon. As 
is well known, this graphic novel narrates the adventures of six-year-old Calvin and 
his stuffed tiger Hobbes; while all the grown-ups see Hobbes as a mere inanimate 
toy, to Calvin’s imaginative mind, he is a live tiger and dynamic play companion. The 
cartoon characters are allegedly named after the 16th-century French Reformation 
theologian Jean Calvin and the 17th-century English political philosopher Thomas 
Hobbes. I had assumed that Rowe wanted to show how inert matter and static form 
come to life in the imagined interaction between the ideas from divergent intel-
lectual spheres and historical times—just like what he, himself, had argued with Pal-
ladio and Le Corbusier. Only in this case, it was the historical figures of Calvin and 
Hobbes: whereas the former one concerned himself with ideals of thought (meta-
physics), the latter focused on action (politics). Those were the essential poles around 
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which Rowe’s own view of the ideals of modernity was organized; considering it 
an impossibility to make the developments in aesthetic and political form coincide, 
Rowe decided that it was opportune to concentrate on the “enjoyment of utopian 
poetics without . . . the embarrassment of utopian politics.”2 I had concluded that 
the little boy, Calvin, might have abided by this sort of credo when his inanimate 
play companion made him do all sorts of outrageous things, and that, accordingly, his 
political skills with his parents were not to be considered his forte.

A search in the gta archive revealed, however, that Rowe brought up the cartoon 
strip for another reason: in the particular episode he discussed, Calvin just comes 
out of a dispute with his father, who urges his offspring to try to see both sides of 
the issue. As a reaction, Calvin promptly envisages that both his bedroom and he, 
himself, are all of a sudden subjected to a neo-cubist transformation that allows 
him to see all perspectives at once. Immersed in this complex and contradictory 
formal world, Calvin ascertains that “the multiple views provide too much infor-
mation! It’s impossible to move!”3 Calvin then set his mind to work very hard to 
return his bedroom, Rowe explained, “to what approximated his ideas of Renais-
sance perspective.” Rowe subsequently disagreed with Calvin’s deep attachment to 
a “single-minded and simple-minded world” and further ascribed the boy’s attitude 
to a particular genre of American wit: “like most people everywhere in the world, 
the Americans entertain terribly banal thoughts. But since there are so very many of 
them, prominent displays of wit do sometimes surface. And there have been some 
bitter and slightly mad eruptions of brilliance, which I suspect are among the prod-
ucts of a disappointed puritanism, which is often both devastating and endearing.”4 
Rowe was an American citizen by the time of this lecture, and he certainly enjoyed 
the double vantage point he occupied from the two sides of the Atlantic—as a Brit 
and an American. The notions of multi-perspectivalism and non-literalism, which 
he mostly extracted from the lessons of Analytic Cubism, remained constant episte-
mological givens for Rowe, from the early to his later essays—from “Transparency: 
Literal and Phenomenal” to Collage City and to Architecture of Good Intentions. Just as 
much as he stuck to certain principles when conceptualizing visual phenomena, the 
antagonist worldview stayed constant as well throughout the years: the technological 
and zeitgeist biases, or teleological historicism, which see certain trends and tenden-
cies as unavoidable, self-propelled, and inexorable, and which anticipate a future 
time when all tensions will be resolved. To contrast Calvin’s preference for all things 
literal, simple, and clear, Rowe then elucidated in his lecture the complex double 
entendre of phenomenal transparency inherent in the facade of the Villa Caprarola; 
furthermore, he rehearsed his tenet that architecture can only emerge in the interac-
tion between historical knowledge and visual literacy, which he saw as the brick and 
mortar of the discipline of architecture.

At the risk of succumbing, myself, to what Rowe might well have construed as a 
zeitgeist argument, I want to suggest that between Rowe’s last lectures and texts in 
the 1990s and today, architecture and architectural theory have evolved considerably, 
and so have both the technological and cultural grounds of formalism. In fact, mine 
is not so much a zeitgeist argument—a notion to which cling all the implications of 
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technological progress and Hegelian Aufhebung ever since the particular spin given 
by the rhetoric of the modern movement—as it is simply a point concerning the 
changing cultural episteme.

In Rowe’s time, the circuits of architectural theory were mostly triangulated 
between London, Venice, and New York—an exchange between Europe and the 
United States, which historiography recorded as an extremely intense and fruit-
ful episode of architectural culture. Today, the geographical map of architecture has 
become broader and more heterogeneous; therefore, a retreat into the same disci-
plinary frontiers of architecture and architectural theory than the ones drawn up by 
Rowe would be restrictive.

Two lines of investigation of the transformation of the episteme are key to the 
present condition of formalism, which Rowe would have had to address had he 
still been writing today. The first one relates to the development of philosophi-
cal attitudes toward the city, history, and the question of meaning in architectural 
theory—especially with regard to the new urban developments in the Near and Far 
East; the other one partly emerges from the former and pertains to the technologi-
cal and conceptual retooling of the architectural design process. Whereas the former 
evolution reveals Rowe’s worn Eurocentrism, the latter has made it increasingly 
difficult to conceptualize “disciplinarity,” as Rowe did, without pondering the new 
technologies of form generation and representation, and uncovering an alternative 
history of precedents for this context. It is worthwhile staking out the field of this 
recent evolution of theory in architecture before letting the contributors to this book 
account for how they helped prepare the grounds for it; each one of them intersected 
with Rowe’s ideas and initially used them as a stepping-stone, only to then resolutely 
swerve from his ideological orbit and create new concepts for the discipline.

New Urbanisms

The narrow selection of specifically theory-minded architects in this book not-
withstanding, Rowe’s ideas were appropriated by a whole ideological spectrum of 
architects, who based their pursuits on very divergent deontologies. In particular, 
two opposed ideological factions would loosely claim ties to Rowe’s legacy: it is 
remarkable and perplexing that, in the United States, both the formal experiments 
out of the (neo-)avant-garde and the neoconservative attitudes toward the city, could 
each be traced back to Rowe and his entourage. The stakes of the different groups 
in this discussion can be worked out in the philosophical distinction between the 
notions of architectural drawing versus diagram—between the iconographic content 
of the drawing and the formal immanence of the diagram.

One of these groups made itself an outgrowth of the urban turn of early post-
modern architectural theory, and hoped to base the rules for a new urbanism on 
principles of the traditional city. The roots to this series of interests are multiple, and 
include intellectual trends on both sides of the Atlantic; in Europe, they include the 
critique of Team X, Neo-Rationalism, the Tendenza, Léon Krier’s and O. Mathias 
Ungers’s urban proposals, and Aldo Rossi’s Architecture of the City, among others. In 
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the United States, the conceptual antagonism between Rowe and Vincent Scully 
encapsulated the polemics about the right ideology for the late-20th-century city. 
Scully’s analyses principally focused on architectural iconography based on U.S.  
references—such as Jane Jacobs’s reverence of Main Street in Life and Death of Great 
American Cities, the New England vernacular styles, and ultimately on Robert Ven-
turi’s work. Notwithstanding shared interests in the cultural content of architectural 
form, Rowe’s studies differentiated themselves from Scully’s in that they were com-
mitted to a certain flat abstraction, where the plan was seen as the key medium 
through which to think architectural and urban ideas. The influence of Le Cor-
busier’s maxim “le plan est le générateur” determined Rowe’s methodology of spatial 
analysis in the city. And the notions of “figure/ground” and “contextualism” had first 
transpired in Rowe’s Urban Design Studios at Cornell as recurring and active con-
cepts of urban design.5 Rowe was surrounded by Tom Schumacher, Franz Oswald, 
Fred Koetter, Jerry Wells, Steven Peterson, Judith DiMaio, Alexander Caragonne, 
and others, with whom he developed urban projects that combined in a collage 
the advantages of two major urbanistic conceptions—of the traditional city, on one 
hand, and the modern city in the park, on the other.

Rowe’s own understanding of what constitutes “complexity” of architectural and 
urban space shifted throughout the years: in the mid-1950s, he extracted a very 
different space conception from Analytic Cubism than he did in the 1970s. Both 
of Rowe’s key conceptual notions—“transparency” and “collage”—were extracted 
from the perceptual and conceptual logic of cubist art in relation to Gestalt psychol-
ogy; for that reason, the flat plane of vision was always of primary importance to his 
understanding of architecture. However, when Rowe turned the argument of the 
transparency of form from the vertical plane (of his architectural analyses) into the 
horizontal plane in order to develop a theory for urbanism, he stopped using  
the term transparency and instead spoke of collage—yet nowhere did Rowe address 
the critical difference between the two notions.6 The swap of one critical term for 
another had significant consequences for his outlook and divided his work into an 
earlier and later period. Indeed, not all collages hinge on phenomenal transparency 
in Gyorgy Kepes’s sense—that is, the interpenetration of figures without optical 
destruction of each other; collages are mostly based on formal ruptures and on the 
tearing of paper and the side-by-side gluing of incongruous geometries and figures. 
Unlike the conceptual device of transparency, collage involves the more classical 
rules of pictorial composition.7

At the time of Collage City, Rowe became more concerned with the question of 
how the geometry of the city could negotiate the adjacency of heterogeneous and 
conflicting demands (of the modern and the traditional city) than he was with the 
formal intricacy produced by the mechanism of phenomenal transparency per se. 
And whereas Rowe related his rapprochement of traditional and modern urban 
paradigms to the moderate humanisms of Karl Popper and Karl Mannheim, Scully 
had independently worked to build a humanist historical lineage for the architecture 
of his time, from Hadrian’s villa to Venturi’s Mother’s House—as he did in his Ameri-
can Architecture and Urbanism from 1969. The difference between the two versions of 
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humanism is essential for what was to follow: Rowe never assumed that a static or 
synthetic stance of humanism—encapsulated in the concept of utopia—was either 
possible or desirable to realize: he saw utopia as a reality-transcending attitude that 
is inherently unrealizable. Furthermore, he found the creative engine of architecture 
in the dialectic between the order of the traditional city and the dynamic logic of 
modern urbanism: utopia as a directive instead of as an achievable state of being. By 
comparison, Scully’s view of the city was conciliatory and based on the assumption 
that the urban texture was a place of harmonious and quasi-sacred integration of the 
divergent forces of history; his view was backed up by references to the transcenden-
talist philosophies of Henry Thoreau and others.8

In the United States, the disenchantment with postwar urban renewal was pro-
found, and so the neoconservative approach to context became very popular; unlike 
the more abstract urban reconstruction efforts of the Neo-Rationalists in Europe, 
the American contextualists integrated concepts of town planning with the stylistic 
characteristics of traditional townscapes. For this, they readily appropriated Rowe’s 
figure/ground studies as the central technique of their new urbanism centered on 
the primacy of the street space and found in pattern language in the tradition of 
Christopher Alexander a method to give order to the seeming disorder of urban 
structures. The concerns with the urban grammar directed at integrating the idio-
syncrasies of individuality with the order of the collective, were supplemented with 
arguments about the phenomenology of American townscapes. Andrés Duany and 
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk made themselves the principal codifiers and popularizers 
of the so-called New Urbanism, and defended street-based town planning as a new 
civic art. In 1993, they cofounded the “Congress for the New Urbanism,” which 
published its Charter of the New Urbanism in 2000. In this context, the archi-
tectural drawing stands in as the signifier of a traditional approach to the formal 
expression of urban space centered on the scale of the human being. Combining 
the conceptual progenitors of both the contextualism in Rowe’s Cornell studios 
and of Scully’s study of American towns and architecture, the New Urbanists have 
integrated these principles into the pragmatism of sustainable building and town 
planning codes and standards—always connected to static and conservative views of 
humanism, about which Rowe remained critical.

Despite Rowe’s explicit rejection of any instrumentalist view of architecture, 
expressed in the “critical” ruptures produced by urban collages, his compositional 
attitude toward urban design and his belief in the existence of a small number of 
architectural partis, encouraged a reactionary stance toward urban modernization 
not so different from the one defended by the New Urbanists. Looking back from 
the perspective of the current, 21st-century discussions about the massive urbaniza-
tion in the Near and Far Eastern countries, Rowe’s urban paradigm displays all the 
symptoms of a worn Eurocentrism that feels romanticizing. In fact, the global export 
of a definition of the “discipline” of architecture grounded in European, as much as 
some European-derived American history, has already produced the most awkward 
effects on cities throughout the world; many of Rowe’s Italianocentric views have 
been presented as universal principles by both Rowe himself as well as his students. 
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Herein, collage was the Über-principle, which would facilitate the tolerant coexis-
tence of dissonant spatial paradigms in the city. Yet collage hinges on the notion of 
the overall arrangement of a canvas and was invented as an artistic mechanism to 
preserve the psychological integrity of the “modern” subject in a world that started 
to lose its coherence—and to deal with the shock of encountering the disorder of 
the modern city. European cities could profit a lot from the idea of a historically 
informed contextualism—as for example the International Building Exhibition 
(IBA) in Berlin proved in the 1980s; this is for the reason that a rich palimpsest of 
historical layers could be found in Berlin and that the wounds of the World Wars and 
the Cold War were deep and visible. The ruptured and torn fragments of a collage 
are part of constructing a larger, consistent identity—such as the unified character 
of a “city.” But this is exactly where Rowe’s paradigm seems to have lost the battle 
against the zeitgeist: the sheer quantity of manifold interests and ideologies in the 
ever-expanding “global” cities in a largely neoliberal political climate, simply do 
not offer the standpoint from which a comprehensive urban composition can be 
organized—even in Europe. Instead, many of the new cities hinge on the simple 
side-by-sidedness of individual structures—often at the scale of singular buildings 
and building groups; regardless of how one wants to evaluate the merit of such a 
new urban condition, Rowe’s artistic notions of figure/ground and poché appear  
out of place with regard to today’s actual politics of private ownership, limited public 
land control, and decentralized and international decision making. Also, the forced 
invocation of an historical consciousness and identity in urban places, which do not 
have a long history (or any history for that matter), has produced a worldwide pro-
liferation of kitsch and Disneyfied versions of the contextualist city.

At Cornell, Ungers had challenged Rowe’s use of the cubist logic to conceptu-
alize the city, and replaced it with the “unreason” of the surrealist collage of René 
Magritte: surrealism radically undermined the part-to-whole relationship that was 
so central to cubism—making thus possible an unmediated and sometimes absurd 
side-by-sidedness of unrelated elements on a canvas. Additionally, the rules of the 
surrealist drawing technique of the cadavre exquis fundamentally allowed for a mul-
tiple and nonhierarchical authorship without the need for formal unification and 
mediation (in the form of poché, for instance). Today, Ungers’s project “City in the 
City—Berlin, the Green Archipelago,” which he had developed during a Cornell 
summer academy in 1977 with the help of Rem Koolhaas, Peter Riemann, Hans 
Kollhoff, and Arthur Ovaska, has gained new currency for the reason that the scheme 
eschews the need for a unifying vision for the city, and instead, is based on the very 
coexistence of juxtaposed or antithetic urban units.9 Looking at the current devel-
opments in cities from Dubai to Shanghai, such a co-location of individual urban 
miniature cities seems like a conceptual precondition to absorb the heterogeneous 
demands of today’s cultural and economic contexts. Koolhaas kept developing this 
approach when he claimed in the mid-1990s that “[t]his century has been a losing 
battle with the issue of quantity. . . . If there is to be a ‘new urbanism’ it will not 
be based on the twin fantasies of order and omnipotence; it will be the staging of 
uncertainty. . . . Liberated from its atavistic duties . . . urbanism can lighten up, become 
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a Gay Science–Lite Urbanism.”10 Lite Urbanism was directly addressed against the 
metaphysical views of Rowe at a time when the pervasive and increasing diversity 
of cultures in today’s urban agglomerations make Rowe’s culturally based theories 
look recherché, or quite simply incomprehensible even to those who inhabit the city.

In 2004, German philosopher and Nietzsche interpreter Peter Sloterdijk sug-
gested a reading of the contemporary urban environment, which questions Rowe’s 
contextualism in ways similar to Koolhaas’s notion of urbanism as a gay science. 
Against Rowe’s focus on the metaphysical and historical charge of the urban plan, 
Sloterdijk maintains that human ontology is to be conceptualized as fundamentally 
spatial and volumetric and that the assumption of a collective cultural horizon has to 
be replaced with a hypothesis, where humans inhabit individual spheres;11 he further 
implies that the volumetric dimensionality of Being is to be transposed into the way 
we fathom the human habitat: as a sort of “foam” structure where individuals can 
indulge in “co-isolation” in their respective spheres, and are liberated from the grav-
ity of a common history. He points out the difference of his conceptual framework 
with previous models of modern and postmodern urban theory, when he explains 
that foams are “more interdependent and connected than an archipelago but less 
dense than the so-called masses or crowds.”12 While the notion of  “masses”  implicitly 
refers to the Grossstadt theories of Walter Benjamin and Siegfried Krakauer, and is 
arguably instantiated in the expansive diagrammatic structure of Ludwig Hilber-
seimer’s Berlin Grossstadt project, the structure of the “archipelago” intimates both 
Ungers’s and Rowe’s fragmentary urbanisms. Sloterdijk offers a way into under-
standing the urban physiognomy of the global Individualgesellschaft, which is tenta-
tively implied in urban conditions like the skyline of Shanghai-Pudong—despite 
the political system it has emerged from. In Shanghai, the complexity of the vertical 
forms and zoning (as if several cities were stacked on top of one another at variable 
scales) seems to transcend any of Rowe’s theories of urban architecture; the latter’s  
horizontalism (even when extruded into the third dimension) needs to be updated 
with a theory of the volumetric. The new digital tools make such a changed concep-
tual approach to the city more probable than was the case in Rowe’s time.

Rowe did not face the realities of massive urbanization and global communica-
tion that only started to emerge at the time of his death—when cultural heterogene-
ity became the normalcy rather than the occasional and mysterious manifestation of 
the “other,” and when the myth of modern progressivism, which he so vehemently 
opposed, had waned. By the end of the century, Western cities routinely absorbed 
those patches of modern urbanization, and so the idea of a collaged city lost its 
operational gist and became simply descriptive of the status quo even though its 
fragmentary aesthetic slowly turned rearguard.

Toward the Immanence of Form and Projective Form

The second group who built on Rowe rejected the stable humanism of neocon-
servative town planners, and maintained that Rowe had offered architecture a dif-
ferent kind of disciplinary philosophy, which transcended both the do-good-ist,  
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pragmatic, and experience-based methods of both the new urban conservatives and 
the liberated, go-for-broke approach of Lite Urbanism. The notational device of the 
diagram, which Rowe had inherited from Rudolph Wittkower as one of the key 
conceptual devices to navigate the space of history, became a major battlefield for the 
1980s’ and early 1990s’ discussions of poststructuralism and “textuality” in architec-
ture, from Bernard Tschumi to Peter Eisenman. The diagram undermines the icono-
graphic and representational dimension of the architectural drawing—including its 
subservience to external preconceptions about a more ethical world and techno-
logical progress, and substitutes it with an internalized, self-reflexive, speculative, and 
self-referential formal reality. In other words, it is the structure of transparency—not 
collage—which underlies the diagram. The connections between Rowe and this 
moment of architectural history are well known, not least from Eisenman and Greg 
Lynn, who very explicitly articulated the differences between Rowe’s “ideal” versus 
their own “virtual” diagrams; while Rowe articulated the existence of an ideal math-
ematics of architecture, the latter defined in their own ways the diagram in terms of 
a sheer multiplicity, where the order of ideality gets replaced with the multiplicitous 
and unstable state of virtual notations.

The early 1990s were a time when the theses of poststructuralism underwent 
major transformations in that the privileged metaphor in the humanities shifted 
from text to body and from meaning to affect and sensation—an intellectual realign-
ment, which Rowe never wished to follow. And yet the outcome of this turn most 
radically called into question Rowe’s metaphysical model of architecture, according 
to which form acquired its signification and attributes in relation to a culturally 
developed disciplinary knowledge.

Among the symptoms of this change, the Whitney Museum in New York City 
exhibited two shows in 1993, which were based on a particular aspect of the body 
that effectively challenged the theses of formalism in art: “Abject Art: Repulsion 
and Desire in American Art” and “The Subject of Rape” related imagery associated 
with the fragmented, decayed, and the taboo body to American feminist theory, 
European Surrealist theory of Georges Bataille, and Julia Kristeva’s psychoanalytic 
study of the notion of abject in Powers of Horror. The aesthetic categories related 
to the scatological, necrophilia, mortality, and devious sexuality suggested that the 
study of signs and of the expressive or meaningful body had given way to a vital-
ist streak in art and philosophy. October magazine held a roundtable on the topic 
of abjection and the related notion of the formless in 1993; this event included 
Benjamin Buchloh, Yve-Alain Bois, Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, and Denis Hol-
lier, among others.13 In 1997, Bois and Krauss published Formless: A User’s Guide, 
in which they explored ideas for the understanding of art outside of any formalist 
reification of matter and inscribed in a most radical ontology of becoming; they 
related form to notions of performance and action, such as the visual and functional 
mutations of bodily fluids. In the context of this interest in vitalist thought, a wider  
range of Nietzsche interpreters became directly relevant again for art and architec-
ture theory, including not only Bataille but also Michel Foucault, Gilles Deleuze, and 
Félix Guattari and—mostly owing to Deleuze’s work on the philosopher of intuitive 
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and immediate experience—Henri Bergson. Bois’s and Krauss’s “fake” dictionary of 
new art historical concepts was published by Zone Books, which had also released 
three Bataille and three Deleuze book translations in just one year, from 1991–92; 
they also issued a series of books on the history of the human body, edited by Michel 
Feher, Jonathan Crary, and Sanford Kwinter, and dealing with the biotechnical con-
vergence of the once distinct worlds of the machine and the organism—of the 
biosphere and the mechanosphere.14

A year before Deleuze’s death in 1995, Deleuze and Guattari’s manifesto What 
Is Philosophy? on philosophical creativity was translated into English; in it, the phi-
losophers particularly discussed the relationship between notions of percept, affect, 
and concept. And just prior to this, in 1992, Deleuze’s study of the painter Francis 
Bacon from 1981 was translated. The influence of Francis Bacon: Logic of Sensation 
on the formalist discussion in architecture can barely be overestimated: Deleuze 
made a case that Bacon’s painterly form was irreducible to linguistic, historical, and 
cultural structures of meaning, narrative, and representation. Instead, Deleuze paid 
attention to material, “marks that are irrational, involuntary, accidental, free, ran-
dom, non-representative, non-illustrative, non-narrative.”15 The basis for the forms, 
which emerge from such a materialist field of relations, could not have registered on 
Rowe’s cerebral and cultural radar. Indeed, in comparison to Rowe’s, the workings 
of Deleuze’s diagrams are far more transformative of the source forms on which the 
diagram operates. In addition, Deleuze’s diagram does not derive its energy from its 
placement in a semiological context, but from its intrinsic material conditions—or 
conditions of “immanence.” Deleuze explains that the creative process “starts with 
a figurative form, a diagram intervenes and scrambles it, and a form of a completely 
different nature emerges from the diagram, which is called the Figure.”16 Deleuze’s 
two-partite structure of the diagram (figurative form/scrambling) resembles Rowe’s  
at first (parti/historical transformation), but then, unlike Rowe, Deleuze’s mecha-
nism allows for non-intellectual, affective realities to interact with linguistic struc-
tures, and transform them to a point where the symbolic value of the initial source 
figure is obliterated.

By the 1990s, the field of architectural theory was well prepared to participate 
in this affective turn of the humanities, on which Rowe chose not to comment 
although it represented a most potent critique of his ideas. Tschumi had already 
appropriated Bataille’s theory of eroticism in the 1970s to challenge the metaphysi-
cal reification of form; Koolhaas and Ungers had looked to surrealism (Dali and 
Magritte, respectively) to question the rational grounds of modernism and its his-
tory; Anthony Vidler had written on the romantic notions of the unheimlich, the 
sublime, and the haunted house in the mid-1980s. In architectural discourse, the 
influence of Deleuzianism transpired most visibly in Anyone Corporation’s books 
and conferences as well as in a series of essays the magazines ANY, Architectural Design 
(AD), and Assemblage.

In the early 1990s, AD started to embrace the inception of digital design cul-
ture in architecture and the formal intricacies associated with blobs, biomorphism, 
and algorithms. Amongst the many issues of the magazine that dealt with the 
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intersection between computational architecture and many of Deleuze’s philosophi-
cal notions—such as rhizomatics, the fold, the objectile, the smooth versus the stri-
ated, immanence—Greg Lynn guest edited the 1993 issue Folding in Architecture, in 
which Deleuze was put center stage for offering new spatial models of complexity 
over the previous, fragmentary collage aesthetics, which Rowe had promoted. In 
Assemblage, Deleuzianism became increasingly pronounced toward the end of the 
1990s, mostly with contributions by Georges Teyssot (in relation to the notion of 
difference), Michael Speaks (action and pragmatism), Arie Graafland (rhizome), Lynn 
(body without organs), and Sylvia Lavin (affect), among others. Already from its 
launch, Assemblage had emerged from a context that was explicitly Deleuze-inspired, 
as it was given its name in reference to the philosopher’s theory of agencement—a 
French term initially known in the English-speaking world as “assemblage theory.” 
The notion of assemblage added an anti-structuralist concept to its sister terms of 
collage, bricolage, and montage, to which the discipline was partly introduced by Rowe 
and Koetter’s postmodern urban manifesto Collage City. By the last issue of Assem-
blage in 2000, it was clear that architecture could no longer be thought of “as an 
isomorph of the categories and operations of theory”17 and that the foundation for 
architectural form was not chiefly to be found in either the formalist idealism of the 
early Rowe texts, or a focus on historical antecedents of the later Rowe.

Among these magazines, ANY had emerged amid the architectural discussions 
about textuality and Derridean deconstruction and slowly shifted toward debates 
about formal immanence, emergence, the diagram, and issues surrounding the 
biological body. And in the Anyone Corporation’s Writing Architecture Series, John 
Rajchman and Elizabeth Grosz leaned heavily on Deleuze to probe a number of 
acknowledged concepts of architecture—such as “construction” and “space.”18 In 
1994 then, R. E. Somol guest edited a double issue of ANY to reconsider the legacy 
of Rowe; many of the contributors challenged Rowe by calling attention to the 
theories of Bataille, on one hand, and Deleuze and Guattari, on the other.19 These 
French thinkers’ specific versions of base materialism largely detached the mean-
ing of form from language, narration, history, and representation and based it on 
more direct, bodily, and emotional sensations produced by physical actions—such 
as rhythm, vibration, or spasm. As such, Lynn found in Bataille an apologist of the 
artistry of devious form and the devious body, which he deemed irreducible to ideal 
types and therefore inaccessible to Rowe. In this, the computer was described as an 
enabler of transformational processes, which were generative of a new universe of 
creative alternatives.20 Stan Allen described Bataille’s work as a more radical riposte 
to the challenges of the alleged ideology of fin d’histoire, which had attracted two 
opposite reactions in architecture: on one hand, there were those who thematized the 
exhaustion of the modern ideal of continual innovation and, on the other, those who 
reacted with a complete libertarianism and free play in the aftermath of the dissolu-
tion of all constraints. Rowe belonged to the former category, and he tended to pro-
ceed by objectifying the past. To go beyond the contemplation of history, Allen asked 
the question of how one might get out of Rowe’s impasse of reflective inactivity by 
allowing a more immediate and promiscuous expression of liveliness and activism. 
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And Somol cast the “improper” artistic potential underlying Bataille’s notions of bas-
sesse and the informe against Rowe’s insistence on the importance of the rhetorical 
face or facade of a building, which he had inherited from his interest in painting. 
One can claim that the two traditions of the neo-avant-garde and neoconservative 
postmodernism—each of which owe its dues to Rowe—parted over this question 
of faciality: while the latter hoped to preserve the face of architecture throughout 
the storms of passing time, the former dispensed with the model of frontality and 
faciality altogether. As such, Jim Stirling introduced oblique and leaning facades that 
Rowe found unreadable because they negated the frontal exchange between subject 
and object; Eisenman eschewed the rhetoric of the facade with the intention to undo 
the classical metaphysics of presence; and John Hejduk hyper-individualized the 
facade to the point where nothing in them seemed generalizable any longer. Finally, 
Kwinter ranked Rowe’s views as part of classical reductionist theories of form, in 
which he identified the shared shortcomings that “they are unable to account for the 
emergence, or genesis, of forms without recourse to metaphysical models.”  21 What 
these theories share is their inability to transcend the analysis of historical objects 
and, instead, engage the processes of formation themselves.

Deleuzianism had no doubt reinvigorated the discussion about architectural 
form throughout the 1990s, and its materialist philosophy of becoming helped to 
shift that interest away from representational form toward the notions of performa-
tive or active formation—toward what Deleuze called “possibilities of fact” in the 
context of his study of Bacon.22 While the frequency of references to Deleuze in 
architectural writing started to decrease in the beginning of the millennium, the 
early aughts became the time for a new empirical basis for the discipline with the 
rise of the pro-practice movement in architecture, as well as so-called design-based 
research—both of which sought to reconnect architectural and design intelligence 
to the contemporary material and social contexts. As such, Koolhaas published the 
outcomes of his research studios, the Harvard Project on the City, which had taken 
its inspiration from an earlier episode of experimentation with design-oriented 
research—Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown’s Las Vegas studio at Yale in the 
late 1960s. The premise of design research is that architecture starts with the empiri-
cal collection of data, where the “exacerbated differentiation” of the real is used to 
creatively eclipse all preconceived models of architecture. In this context, architec-
tural form took on a different meaning.

In 2000, Columbia University’s Temple Hoyne Buell Center for the Study of 
American Architecture hosted the symposium “Things in the Making: Contem-
porary Architecture and the Pragmatist Imagination”; the event was staged as a sort 
of vengeance of philosophy against the architects who had hijacked philosophy to 
manufacture their own culture of “criticality,” which was increasingly perceived as 
overly complicated and therefore stifling by the younger generation. The confer-
ence title was taken from William James and evidences the desire of the conference 
organizers to reanimate architecture with a body of thought that valued the vitality 
and experimental creativity of action and the real over the passivity of contempla-
tion and reflection; James claimed that “[w]hat really exists is not things but things 
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in the making. Once made, they are dead, and an infinite number of alternative 
conceptual decompositions can be used in defining them.”23 The appropriation of 
William James’s critique of intellectualism and abstractionism were a direct strike 
against Rowe’s legacy in architecture.

In the few years following this conference, Somol, Sarah Whiting, and Michael 
Speaks made the case for a culture of the “projective” in architecture.24 Each one 
of them was not only trained in the Roweian paradigm, but each also explicitly 
formulated his or her ideas in dialectic relationship to Rowe. In this context, Speaks 
claimed in 2000 that “today we stand at the end of an historical period of experi-
mentation dominated by Rowe’s little story.” 25 The “little story” referred to Rowe’s 
interpretation that when modern architecture was imported from Europe to the 
United States, its forms were separated from its socialist ideology—that in fact, Rowe 
removed the zeitgeist argument from modern aesthetics and suspended its formal 
innovations in an ahistorical (and static) space called the “discipline of architec-
ture.” For Speaks, architectural theory was subject to a similar fate, where European 
(mostly French) theory became the ubiquitous tool of the intellectual in American 
academia. “Rowe’s little story,” Speaks continues, “is equally applicable to ‘theory,’ . . .  
Theory, like modern architecture, was detached from its Continental origins and  
replanted in the States, where it took on a lighter, more occasional existence. Theory 
carried all the punch of philosophy without the windy German preambles and 
recondite French qualifications, without, that is, years of study, political affiliation, 
or deep knowledge.” He concludes that “resolutely critical and resistant to an emer-
gent commercial reality driven by the forces of globalization, weighed down by its 
historical attachment to philosophy, and unable to recognize itself as a new mode of 
commodified thought, theory has not been free or quick enough to deal with the 
blur of e-commerce and open systems. Ultimately, theory, and the avantgarde project 
it enabled, has proven inadequate to the vicissitudes of the contemporary world.”26 
Theory and form are largely exchangeable in this statement and are considered to 
have brought architecture to a creative standstill. In defense of theory, Michael Hays 
and Alicia Kennedy attributed Speaks’s attack on theory as “a new technocratic 
positivism of an architectural-managerial class is fusing with an older but ongoing 
experiential nominalism (an atomized, appetitive immediacy of experience), with 
the result that the larger abstract ambitions and the sweaty efforts of an older theory 
are being taken to task.” At the same time, they affirmed that “the various lines of 
flight out of theory (the technomanagerial, the postcritical, the neopragmatist, etc.) 
are still products of theory’s success (and, perhaps, excess).”27

The architectural debates in the early 2000s amounted to a reaction against 
the then dominant trends of theory, to which Rowe’s intellectual legacy belongs, 
and possibly precipitated by Rowe’s death on November 5, 1999. Architecture in 
this moment in time found new missions in the empiricism of fabrication, in the 
exploration of affective experiences and sensations, in questions of ecological and 
economical sustainability, in new social and political agendas, as well as in the instru-
mentalism of informational and digital technologies.
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Technological Formalism

The second set of developments in the discussions of formalism after Rowe is deter-
mined by the advances of computer-aided design—especially since the last decade 
of the millennium—as they have revolutionized the methods of form generation 
and, furthermore, the culture of interpretation in architecture. Modeling and ani-
mation software, as well as algorithmic and parametric form-generating programs, 
have become ever more accessible to architects in both academic institutions and in 
professional practice. There are those architects who argue that this technology has 
brought about a new style of parametricism for a post-Fordist society and that the 
visual hallmark of this new architecture is seamless formal fluidity on all scales—from 
interior design to architecture and to urban design.28 The question of a “new” style 
became, yet again, a central topic of architectural discourse in the context of the con-
secutive software that architects have been using—such as ALIAS, Form Z, MAYA, 
3D Max, Rhino, Catia, Processing, Grashopper, and a few more. Arguments about 
the autopoetic capacity of digital design tools have emerged from the same affective 
turn of the humanities mentioned earlier, which built on “a dynamism immanent to 
bodily matter and matter generally—matter’s capacity for self-organization.”29 With 
the rapidly evolving digital technologies of form generation in architecture, Rowe’s 
theories seem to no longer provide much of a mechanism to recognize the inherent 
logic of form per se; his once energizing ability to read and compare antecedents 
across historical time seemed to recycle the same precedents and arguments and 
appears to have run dry in comparison to the morphological potential emerging 
from digital culture.

Rowe never made any explicit claims about the repercussions of digital technol-
ogy as a ubiquitous design tool for architects—even in the 1990s, by which time it 
had become more than manifest that the digital and electronic media were going 
to have a consequential presence in architecture. However, he did make evident, 
more generally, his stance vis-à-vis the technological worldview in his disagreements 
with Reyner Banham. The author of New Brutalism and Theory and Design in the 
First Machine Age dismissed Rowe as a representative of “the most in-group of all 
groupy people . . . of a secret-type cult”30 and as old establishment against the rise 
of a younger generation of architects in postwar Britain with a new ethics and ori-
entation toward a technological future. Banham’s own background in engineering 
determined his understanding of the relation between technological performance 
and cultural form, which made him denounce Rowe’s aestheticist claims that forms 
can exist independent of the meanings, which their inventors gave them.31 In reverse, 
Rowe felt that Banham had reiterated the redemptive dream of architecture of the 
1910s and 1920s, according to which theory and practice could be made to per-
fectly coincide. Because this concurrence neither happened in the futurist 1920s, 
nor in the postwar age of consumer electronics, Rowe claimed, Banham’s history of 
modern architecture simply turned into a record of disappointment: performance 
fell behind the promises of inexpensiveness, happiness, liberation, and, more gener-
ally, of the social revolution.32 Against the progressivist fiction of the self-organizing 
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technological world, from Archigram to Buckminster Fuller, which is now revived 
in the discussion about parametrical self-organization, Rowe saw architecture as an 
authored, interpretive, and historically conditioned cultural act.

No doubt, the rise of digital culture in architecture has turned the discipline away 
from its obsession with the semiosis of historical meaning; today’s formal avant-garde 
appears to eschew all historical content and instead, sees architecture as the edited 
instantiation of the inner structural logic of algorithms—often “fed” with the infor-
mation of Big Data. At the same time, architecture finds itself in a moment in time 
when the experimentation with complex digital form begins to lose the lure of 
its initial naiveté, and calls for conceptual integration into the disciplinary discus-
sion. A more discerning understanding of history makes clear that the notion of 
historical precedent cannot simply be eliminated from the lexicon of architecture 
with the hope that in its wake, a space would open up for the genuinely new and 
unprecedented. And this is where Rowe can suddenly be made very relevant again; 
however, whereas his legacy is partly to be found in the analytical and discursive 
relationship between the architecture of the present time with its history of prec-
edents, the notion of precedent has come to mean something different today than 
it did for Rowe.

The question is to determine which types of disciplinary analogies with the 
past can be transposed into the contemporary, digital culture in architecture so that 
its new designs can become “thinkable”—both formally and historically? Such a 
hypothesis can lean on a useful distinction Rowe had put forward in his and Robert 
Slutzky’s “Transparency” essays—the differentiation between the literal and the 
phenomenal in architecture. Although obviously an argument about formal analysis 
in architecture, the theory is grounded in the study of specific historical precedents 
without any quotation of past architectural motives. Particular aspects of cubist 
painting and Le Corbusier’s architecture are being mobilized to create a mode of 
analysis in architecture, which led away from early and mid-century modernism, and 
which established a very useful disciplinary discussion that hinged on the compara-
tive study of architectures throughout historical time.

If one believes Rowe, architecture is invested in always finding new analogies 
with precedents and rendering them operative for the discipline. Rowe had implic-
itly hoped that his analytic formalism could weather the advent of a new tech-
nological and cultural episteme, and so while his invocation of precedent is still a 
useful model today, the analogies between past and present architectures have to be 
reconceptualized.

Rowe and Slutzky presented Le Corbusier’s League of Nations project from 
1927 as the epitome of a space built on phenomenal transparency, and contrasted 
the building’s assertive planes—which are “like knives for the appropriate slic-
ing of space”—to the “amorphic outline” of Walter Gropius’s Bauhaus.33 Theirs 
was an argument about the analytical and geometrical rigor of Corbu’s building 
complex—conceptualized as a series of spatial elements inserted in a matrix of par-
allel striations. By abstracting one spatial dimension (“deep space”) into a simple 
stratification, they made it possible to compare the forms of the various sliced planes, 
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and register their formal similarities and differences. This method of analysis was 
two-and-a-half-dimensional in that the attributes of deep space were compacted 
into a series of flat, variating diagrams not unlike the compression of different view-
point onto the flat canvas in cubist painting. Each one of the diagrams contained 
“intimations of depth” and could only be decoded in an active intellectual act. Deep 
space was thus not simply a physical attribute of a building, but the result of a 
psycho-philosophical reading of an ideal perceiver of architecture, whose visual lit-
eracy is built on the knowledge of historical precedents.

Although ostensibly conceptualizing a modern building of the 1920s, Rowe’s 
analytical tool reflects the dialectic space conception that would lead to the post-
modern in architecture: in particular, the oscillation between two incongruous for-
mal states of deep space—phenomenal transparency being “an argument between 
a real and ideal space”34—is seen as the engine that produces formal complexity. 
For this intricate morphology to be readable then, it has to be disassembled into 
a series of discrete formal fragments. In general, postmodern architecture always 
derived its formal richness from the confrontation between the absolute and the 
contingent—between the ideality of intellectual form and the reality of actual form.

Today, however, the assumption that architectural form is decoded from the van-
tage point of an “ideal” observer in the dialectic between real and ideal diagrams, 
seems out of sync with the way architects conceive and think of spatial structures. 
With today’s ubiquitous computer-aided design technology, it is highly questionable 
whether Le Corbusier’s belief that the plan is the generator (which proved so central 
to Rowe’s “flat” view of the “mathematics” of a building) can be upheld as a man-
tra. Today, all buildings have turned literally transparent as wireframes on computer 
screens, and so the generator is mostly volumetric to start with, and can be thought 
of, and represented as, a diaphanous and approximate sphere of relationships rather 
than a rigid (fragmentary) geometry. An example of such a volumetric diagram can 
be found in UN Studio’s Möbius House, which builds on the twisted and involuted 
logic of two lines that contain volumes of space and intersect in specific points. This 
building cannot be analytically striated to yield information about “deep space” in 
terms of Rowe’s linear and layered notions of transparency and mathematics; its 
rational diagram, which was first conceptualized in the 19th century by astrologist 
and mathematician August Ferdinand Möbius, loops in all directions of space rather 
than simply from the inside of the building toward its facade. Despite the Möbius 
House’s partially literal transparency in terms of windows, no standpoint in space 
affords the “total” view of the diagram: it requires a volumetric reconstruction; the 
formal clues for such a mental construction are distributed through space rather than 
compressed into the flat surface of a facade.

In the “Transparency” text of 1963, Rowe and Slutzky preempted a critical 
difference, which would, in the 1990s, become a central theme of discussion in 
architecture—Deleuze’s distinction between the smooth and the striated—when 
Rowe and Slutzky contrasted the stratified diagram of the League of Nations proj-
ect to the “amorphic quality” of the Bauhaus. The Bauhaus was deemed much 
less complex and of a different architectural species than Le Corbusier’s building,  
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because all formal differences were incorporated into the continuum of synthetic 
form and thus rendered illegible to Rowe: “By contrast [to the League of Nations],” 
Rowe and Slutzky wrote, “the Bauhaus, insulated in a sea of amorphic outline, is like 
a reef gently washed by a placid tide.”35 The word choice of amorphic is telling because 
it was coined as a critical term just about a decade and a half before Rowe used it: in 
1946, American geneticist Hermann J. Muller used it to denote the kind of genetic 
mutation that disrupts the translation of the genetic code; this is to say that the 
amorphic is a “genetic null” mutation that causes the loss of all genetic information 
from one generation to the next.36 In Rowe’s understanding, one can assume that the 
Möbius House is a “genetic null” mutation in that the code or mathematics of prec-
edents becomes illegible within the particular history of precedents he had proposed.

However, we have reached a point in history at which a majority of architectural 
projects are based on morphological attributes, which would rank them in Rowe’s 
category of the amorphic—including the Möbius House; this does not mean that 
architecture has disengaged from its history but that Rowe’s model of precedent and 
formal analysis needs updating. To fill the conceptual void, architectural culture in 
the early 2000s switched to a type of discourse that foregrounded the search for a 
terminology of aesthetic effects, but this trend, too, is running out of steam because it 
is fundamentally aimed at producing a mere inventory of sensations without relation 
to the broader disciplinary context and history. The digital means of form genera-
tion, analysis, and representation should make it possible to read in a different way 
in relation to precedents, and to therefore realize that the term amorphic is used by 
analysts of form when they are unable to explain the relation of that form to the 
system of historical analysis used.

Disciplinary History of the Volumetric

Rowe and Slutzky’s formalist-historicist conglomerate of “phenomenal transpar-
ency” is futile to analyze a whole branch of space conceptions, which have a new 
relevance today: from Francesco Borromini’s San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, to 
Dominikus Zimmermann’s Church of Wies, to Erich Mendelsohn’s Einstein Tower, 
to Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim Museum, to Eero Saarinen’s TWA terminal, 
and to Alvaro Siza’s Iberê Camargo Foundation. Their diagrams are volumetric in 
the sense that they are irreducible to any two-and-a-half-dimensional spatiality and 
thus resist the logic of cubist montage on a flat surface with intimations of depth. 
But these bulging, winding, interweaving, looping, bending, flexing, twisting, and 
bowing morphologies, which have taken center stage in contemporary design, do 
not have to be deemed “unreadable,” they need their own discourse of precedent 
to be constructed. This history of precedents has never been written—in fact, it has 
been off the table on grounds of their “expressionism,” in which artistic license was 
argued to replace rational logic, and therefore all energy to conceptualize their for-
mal order was seen as wasted. In the Rowean paradigm, the world was divided along 
the formalist lines of Hans Scharoun versus O. Mathias Ungers, or expressionism 
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versus rationalism. This differentiation, however useful to Rowe’s worldview, is now 
undermined by the ability of digital technology to rationalize spatial orders that 
are based on the formal complexities of both so-called expressionist and rationalist 
architecture.

Spatial form rests on a different epistemological basis today in comparison to three, 
four, or five decades ago. As such, Rowe’s distinction between classical nine-square 
versus modern four-square grids, which he extracted from Palladio and Le Corbus-
ier, can be replaced with a discussion about the relationship between volumetrically 
defined centripetal versus itinerant organizations—between structures that define a 
center and those that explicitly avoid a center: Coop Himmelb(l)au’s BMW Welt is 
spatially centripetal, whereas Studio Fuksas’s MyZeil Shopping Mall in Frankfurt is 
itinerant. While both elaborate on the kinetic theme of the swirl, Coop Himmel-
b(l)au emphasizes the horizontal ribboning of the glazing diagrid whereas Studio 
Fuksas stresses the diagonal, upward banding. The precedents for these buildings 
exist, but their analogy with current architecture needs to be retheorized: Ledoux’s 
architecture is centripetal and respects the horizontal datum; Piranesi’s tends to be 
itinerant as well as ascending; none of these qualities, however, can be analyzed in 
terms of flat diagrams—be they plans or bundles of “phenomenal” sections. Phe-
nomenal transparency manifests itself in other ways in these examples than in the 
formal clues a “facade” has to offer—in a frontal, directed, flattened manifestation 
to a distant viewer who stands in a fixed position in the space outside of a building.

The space outside the building is the realm Rowe imagined his analytical viewer 
to occupy; he did this when he analyzed Le Corbusier’s La Tourette and Villa Stein 
and Palladio’s La Rotunda, among other projects. This is because Rowe’s thinking 
was firmly rooted in the episteme of the “critical century,” which held that the act 
of reading and analysis hinged on the possibility of stepping back and distancing 
the subject from the object of analysis like in an X-ray view. Here, the assumption 
was that a design was successful when the dialogue between center and surface of 
an object could happen without too much loss of information—when essence and 
expression could coincide in a transparent continuum.

Nevertheless, volumetric diagrams are mostly unreadable from their outsides; 
the spherical diagram of the Pantheon, for example, is fundamentally interiorized. 
Equally, Frederick Kiesler’s Endless House can only unravel its itinerant logic from 
within the volumetric diagram. Jean Nouvel’s Tokyo Opera House project is highly 
articulated in its interior but reveals those geometries through a mere bulge on the 
exterior volume of the building. Similarly, UN Studio’s looping Galleria Centercity 
in Cheonan, South Korea, offers a diaphanous swelling of the volume on the outside, 
which corresponds to formal pressures from the inside of the building mass. These 
diagrams transition from a high-resolution spatial articulation in their centers to low 
resolution at their periphery. The local bulge of Nouvel’s Opera House facade sug-
gests the location of the bulky, squarish objects in the building’s interior, whereas the 
elongated swell of UN Studio’s Galleria insinuates the spatial trajectory of circula-
tion flows throughout the building.
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San Carlo is one of the precedents of this inside–outside logic, in which the 
high-definition geometry of the volumetric diagram inside the building transitions 
into a low-resolution bulge on the outside. It is as if Rowe’s ideal standpoint for the 
analysis of the building had been inverted and is, in this instance, interiorized and 
situated within the architectural object. The idea of the gradual loss of information 
through transparent media from inside to outside was missed by Rowe and Slutzky 
because their paradigm of analysis was built on an epistemology and aesthetics of 
sharp ruptures rather than of a gradual transformation of information through space. 
This changed understanding of transparency seems to have something to do with 
the incorporation of the contemporary analytical viewer in the context of digi-
tal media: the new media of representation are always converging on the multiple, 
orbiting views of the avatar of virtual space.37 This is not an argument for a phenom-
enological approach to analysis in the endoscopic sense of virtual walk-throughs and 
animations but for a different attitude toward the analytical construal of architectural 
form today.

If phenomenal transparency is going to remain a useful analytical category  
for architects, it needs to be recast with certain modifications: the analyst has  
to be thought of as internal to the volumetric diagram, and the environment has to  
be conceptually unraveled from the inside out rather than with parallel striations 
in abstract space. It also has to integrate the notion of gradual morphological trans-
formation through space instead of presupposing a homogeneous Euclidean space: 
the progressive loss of transparency might better be captured in the expression of 
phenomenal penetrability. Rowe never explicitly thematized the gradual diminution 
of information throughout the transparent system of stratification. Yet unlike the 
concept of transparency in cubism, digital culture has brought back to the table a 
characteristic endemic to literal transparency in the physical world—the morpho-
logical transition from high to low resolution in the passage through a medium—for 
example, by offering ways to conceptualize the conversion of precise geometric 
articulation into mere bulging. The bulge indicates the thatness of a volumetric dia-
gram over the whatness of it. The position of analytical readability, however, is only 
offered inside the building.

The decreasing usefulness of Rowe’s analytic method in the context of the con-
temporary avant-garde denotes a changed understanding of space today. The hege-
mony of volumetric diagrams over striated ones in contemporary architecture calls 
for a new comparative history of precedents based on the analogies and morpho-
logical characteristics that are relevant today.

What seems unchanged, however, is Rowe’s idea that the comparative and analyt-
ical confrontation of present and past architectures is one of the most potent—both 
critical and operative—ways to theorize architecture. And one can agree with Bern-
hard Hoesli when he claimed that what is so central to Rowe’s thinking is that it 
“reminds us that architecture exists only in relation to a theory of architecture.”38 In 
other words, when Rowe studied Inigo Jones’s drawings for his MA research at the 
Warburg Institute in London (1945–48) under Rudolf Wittkower, he speculated in 
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fact that Jones had not simply envisioned a series of discrete architectural projects, 
but that, considered as a whole, these individual designs built up to a “theory” of 
architecture much like Palladio’s or Scamozzi’s.39 This is no doubt a powerful idea, 
because it argues that architects are not simply service providers to diverse clients 
and stakeholders who seek isolated solutions but also that they act from the stand-
point of a disciplinary and conceptual expertise, in which buildings, on one hand, 
and ideas, on the other, are always in dialogue.
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